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- _,-ANK NOT FILMED.
The NASA Thesaurus is an alphabetical listing of terms by which the documents in the
NASA scientific and technical information system are indexed and retrieved. The first
two volumes of the three-volume publication contain the subject terms and the com-
plete cross-reference structure that comprise the Thesaurus proper; the final volume
consists of four appendixes which arrange the Thesaurus elements in other ways for
purposes of further explication and utility. The four appendixes are: Hierarchical Dis-
play (Appendix A); Category Term Listing (Appendix B); Permuted Index (Appendix C);
and Postable Terms (Appendix D). These appendixes will be described more fully later.
The terminology of the Thesaurus is based in large part on the actual indexing vocab-
ulary developed by NASA during the period 1962-1966. Other thesauri, however,
have provided additional candidate terms, notably the draft thesaurus compiled by the
Department of Defense Project LEX. Further, the general approach followed in devel-
oping the vocabulary has been based in considerable degree on the Manual for Build-
ing a Technical Thesaurus of Project LEX and a similar set of conventions proposed by
the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information of the Federal Council on Science
and Technology. A high degree of term compatibility with the Project LEX vocabulary
has been a major objective in the development of the NASA Thesaurus. The close co-
ordination observed by the two projects should enhance communication not only
between the two large scientific and technical information systems that sponsored these
efforts, but also with other information systems using similarly oriented vocabulary bases.
DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The definitions and conventions employed in the construction of the NASA Thesaurus
follow.
Term Selection. Subject terms have been chosen on the basis of their significance and
use in aerospace literature and their effectiveness in incorporating productive retrieval
concepts. Particular consideration has been given to frequency of use in earlier NASA
indexing and search vocabularies, to relationships with other terms in the vocabulary,
and to precise scientific and technical usage.
Grammatical Form. Subject terms are presented in the noun form. Expressions that
were presented in earlier vocabularies as adjectives or verbs have been converted to
the noun form.
Singular vs. Plural. The plural form has in general been used for subject terms. The
singular form, however, is occasionally employed for specific processes, properties,
conditions, and hardware.
Punctuafian. Effort has been made to minimize the use of punctuation within subject
terms. Where it is used, however, it becomes an integral part of the term.
Term Length. No more than 42 characters, including spaces, are used for any subject
term.
Term Ambiguity. When subject terms have more than one meaning in aerospace
usage, or where distinction between terms must be made, clarification is provided in
one of two ways:




b) Parenthetical scope notes are also added for explanation or definition; they
do not become part of the subiect term. For example:
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
(USE OF SPECTROSCOPIC TOOLS IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS)
Direct Entry. Subject terms that consist of more than one word are listed for direct entry,
i.e., in their natural word order rather than in the inverted form. For example:
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, not CHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL.
Abbreviations and Acronyms. Abbreviations and acronyms that are in common use
in the aerospace community are employed in this Thesaurus. In most cases USE cross-
references are made from the unabbreviated forms. For example:
ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
USE OSO
Synonyms. When candidate subject terms are true synonyms, one is chosen to be the




Array Terms. Subject terms with meaning either too broad or ambiguous for effective
indexing or retrieval of information, have been designated array terms and carry the
following scope note: (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS RECOMMENDED--CON-
SULT THE TERMS LISTED BELOW). Array term_ are not included in the Hierarchical Dis-
play (Appendix A). Relationships with other postabJe terms are shown by the Related
Term (RT) reference only. For example:
SIZING
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT
THE TERMS LISTED BELOW)






Display Terms. The use of a # sign preceding a subject term in the alphabetical listing





The term BEARINGS is a main entry in the Hierarchical Display.
identifiers. In the NASA Thesaurus, identifiers, i.e., subject terms that include a numer-
ical or alphabetical designation, or both, for a specific model or item, are treated as
regular subject terms and are provided complete cross-referencing. For example:




RT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Thesaurus Category Codes. For purposes of efficient document announcement and dis-
tribution, the documents comprising the NASA scientific and technical information
system are grouped in 34 broad subject categories. In the Thesaurus these categories
have been divided into 217 subcategories to permit more convenient grouping of related











These five cross-references have the following specific applications:
Broader Term (BT). This indicates that the terms that foiiow the BT notation represent
more inclusive concepts that cover, among others, the term used. For example:
ALUMINUM ALLOYS
BT ALLOYS
Narrower Term (NT). This indicates that the subject terms following the NT notation
represent more specific concepts than the term used; it is a reciprocal of the broader
term (BT) reference. For example:
ALLOYS
NT ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Related Term (RT). This indicates that the two indexable terms are closely related con-
ceptually but are not structured within the broader or narrower "tree," or hierarchy.





Use (USE). This indicates that the term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and
that the following term or terms should be used instead. For example:
COLUMBIUM
USE NIOBIUM
Used For (UF). This is a reciprocal of the USE cross-reference and identifies valid, or




The ordering of subject terms into an alphabetical arrangement can be accomplished
in several ways. The most commonly used methods are the letter-by-letter, word-by-
word, and the computer sorting order. In the absence of any universal agreement on a
standardized approach, the last-named technique has been adopted in this Thesaurus
as the most useful and economic for this purpose.
GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEXES FOR STAR
This publication will replace the Guide to the Subject Indexes for Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports (NASA SP-7016, Rev. 3, July 1966) which served as the subject
authority for all items announced in the NASA abstract journals; the Guide to the Sub-
ject Indexes will not be reissued. However, the last edition of the Guide to the Subject
Indexes should be retained as a key to the cumulative indexes to the NASA abstract
journals for the period 1962-1967. Beginning with the material entering the NASA
information system in January 1968, the Thesaurus will be the subject authority list for
all announcement and retrieval purposes.
vii
REVISION
The NASA Thesaurus will be updated periodically, and perhaps reissued annually. The
optimal revision of terms and cross-references will, however, require the cooperation
of the users of the Thesaurus and patrons of the NASA information system. Sugges-
tions for term modification, deletion, and addition should be addressed to National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information Division,
Code USS, Washington, D.C. 20546.
viii
Alphabetical Listing of Subject Terms
(A-L)
The Alphabetical Listing of Subject Terms contains all valid or "postable" terms and cross-
references. Each postable term also includes the four-digit thesaurus category code,
and a scope note, where appropriate. An example follows:
SOUND WAVES
0710 2301










































































USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
A-12 SATELLITE








































































































































































































0603 1_09 150_ 2202 2_05 2901 3203
3303
































MATERIALS FOR ABSORBING RADIATION
















































































0301 0705 1411 2402 2405









































































































OIOl 0201 1202 1901 2103 2311 3006































































[LIMITED TO ABILITY DE ORGANISMS TO
WITHSTAND ACCELERATION--FOR EFFECTS













240I 2403 2404 2405














I309 1402 1406 1410
UF INERTIAL AJCCELEROMETERS
BT #MEASURING INSTRUMENTS














































































































UE THERMAL ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENTS
BT #COEFFICIENTS

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0601 I504 2202 2406 3407













































0603 23II 3406 3608











































































USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AD/I B
USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
AO/I SATELLITE
USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
#ADAPTATION

























0802 I003 1905 2102
UF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
BT #AUTOMATIC CONTROL
NT LEARNING I_ACHINES










































































































































































































































































































































































ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
USE AGSO
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
IlO2 1106 1402 1406 1410
UF ARIS INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
2204
UF ASCR REACTOR
BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS






NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
























USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
AE-B SATELLITE


































iEXPLOSIONS OCCURRING AT HEIGHTS






































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS [ALPHABETICAL LISTING) AEROELASTICITY
HEAT TRANSMISSION
#TRANSMISSION















































































































































































































































































































































0101 0201 0601 1308 1902 2003 3009














































































































USE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AFCS {CONTROL SYSTEMi


































































USE P- 16 AIRCRAFT
AGO {CONTROL)









AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409
BT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
RT DISCOVERER SATELLITES
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE









RT THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110
BT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES










AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409
fiT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA O ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110
BT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
3106 3108 3110 3409
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
NT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROGKET VEHICLE
AGENA D RCCKET VEHICLE
RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE







THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGENTS
0603


































































































































NI SPOILER SLOT AILERONS
RT ELEVATORS (CCNTROL SURFACES)
16







































































































0201 1202 1301 2003 2103


















SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM








SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
AIR DENSITY EXPLORER A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AIR DENSITYIINJUN EXPLORER B


























































































RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VE_ICLES
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS
AIR LOCKS












































































































AIR TO AIR MISSILES
3101 3_01










SKYDART 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
SPACE WEAPONS
SURFACE TC AIR MISSILES




AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
18













NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
0203 0702 2101
8T #GROUND BASED CONTROL
#TRAFFIC CONTROL










































































AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
2102 210_





















































































































































































NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATICN SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT BASES
USE MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
AIRCRAFT BRAKES
0202 0203 0208
BT #BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)




























0203 0702 I402 2101
BT #TELECOMMUNICATION



























































































0202 2701 2801 2805
UF AIRCRAFT POMER SOURCES
BT #ENGINES
NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE









































































































































































































































































































































































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESIS
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES












































































































































































































































































RT GREUND SUPPCRT EQUIPMENT
HELIPORTS
#SITES
AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
liD! IIO2
UF ASDE







OTOl 210I 2102 2104
BT TOWERS











































NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
AIRSPEED
OiOl 0201





























BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGLNES
AJ-IO00 ENGINE
USE M- [ ENGINE
AKERMANITE
1805 1806




































BT UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ALBEO0
2402









































































































































BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
RT BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE


















































































































































































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)





















































IUSE DE A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)
UF GROUP 2A COMPOUNDS





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0403 0405 0408 1808
BT #AMINES
NT HETHAMPHETAMINE











SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SEAPLANES
VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE





















































0701 0902 0905 1002 1201 1601 2311
UF ELECTRONIC AMPLIFIERS
FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS











































































USE AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
AMPLITUDES






















































































































(THAT PART OF THE FIELD OF
MATHEMATICS WHICH ARISES FROM THE












































































































































































































070L 080! 0902 0905











O60I 0802 1505 3406 3407























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3101 3106 3108 3401




















































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
ANTIBIOTICS
















































































































































0202 0207 3101 3401











































































0710 1904 2311 3006





























































































































SUNOERLAND S FLYING BOAT
#VlSTOL AIRCRAFT





























TAYLOR MANIFESI ANXIETY SCALE
AC'-I AIRCRAFT











3001 3009 3107 3110 3409
























0901 1607 1412 2310
BT #OPENINGS




































































































































































NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL



















0202 1602 L406 2104



























































































































0606 1506 1706 2502 3306 3606












































NT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC NELOING
PLASMA ARC MELOING







SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT RADIOSONDES




SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS




















1002 1507 1902 2306 2502























































ARGO 0-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
3[06 3[08 3409
BT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT HONEST dOh_ ROCKET VEHICLE
JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409
BT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISIAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE
SERGEANT MISSILES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409
fiT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
JASON ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
3106 3108
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
NT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO 0-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE















































NT ARIEL I SATELLITE
ARIEL 2 SATELLITE
RT GEOPHYSICAL SATELLITES
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ARIEL 1 SATELLITE
3107 3110 3409





RT ARIEL 2 SATELLITE
ARIEL 2 SATELLITE
3107 3110 3409































ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
0801 0802

























NT ARMEO FORCES (FOREIGN)
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
NAVY
46

























USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
0403 0603 1808







































































































































































































































































































































































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE


































" TRANSIT 5A SATELLITE

























































































USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
ASDE












































































0401 0405 0506 0507




































































































ASTEC SOLAR TUREOELECTRIC GENERATOR
0301 2201
BT #AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
#ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ROTATING GENERATORS



























































ASIRGBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409




RT GEKIE ROCKET VEHICLE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
310b 310B 3110
BT MLLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKEI VEFICLES
SCUNOING ROCKETS
NT ASIROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
SCLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110











































































































































































































































































































































































SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ATHLETES













ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUI_H VEHICLE
3103






ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103




RT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MIDAS SATELLITES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
XLR- 81-BA-13 ENGINE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
3103




RT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103















SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES





























SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES












NT ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE












ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103
UF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
BT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
#LAUNCH VEHICLES
53





RT LIGUIC PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
HA- 5 ENGINE
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER A
USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
ATMOSPHERES
1301 1302 1408






















































































































































































































































































I301 1302 2003 2402





























1301 1302 Z003 2402 2902 2903
UF STELLAR REFRACTION
BT #REFRACTION



































I301 1302 1408 2003 3008
BT #TEMPERATURE
55





















1202 1203 130I 1302 2003
BT #TURBULENCE








































































































































































































USE ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE IATP)
ATR REACTOR





















0603 12OI 2401 2403




















UF SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
















































































































































































































































































(APPROXIMATELY 20 TO 20tO00 HZ)
58


































































































2401 290L 3008 3009
























































































































































































































BT ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
#V/STOL AIRCRAFT




























SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
TURING MACHINES
#AUTOMATIC CONTROL













THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) AUTOMATION
OPTIMAL CONTROL
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL















































































UF AFCS (CONTROL SYSTEM)
BT #AUTOMATIC CONTROL
IFLIGHT CONTROL




























RT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
FEEDBACK CONTROL
TUNING



























































0506 1003 1504 3406



































SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES




































































AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POWER UNITS
USE #AUXILIARY P_WER SOURCES
#AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
0303 2802
UF AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POWER UNITS
NT ASTEC SOLAR TURBOELECIRIC GENERATOR
CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
FISSION ELECTRIC CELLS



















SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
SUNFLOWER l

























































































UF GLGSTER AW-650 AIRCRAFT
WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW-650 AIRCRAFT















BT #AXES (REFERENCE LINES)
NT EARTh AXIS






















































































































































































USE A- 6 AIRCRAFT
A30 AIRCRAFT
USE A- 3 AIRCRAFT
A3J AIRCRAFT
USE A- 5 AIRCRAFT
A¢D AIRCRAFT
USE A- 4 AIRCRAFI
64

























































































UF BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP AIRCRAFT
















































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SQUELCH CIRCUITS
BACKGROUND RADIATION













0702 0705 0710 0901




060I 0710 2602 2603 2901 2902 2903




































OlOl 1202 2801 2808
(EXCLUDES PROCESSES OF BACKWASHING)
UF SIDEWASH






































































































































































0102 0202 0205 0903 0904 3203













































BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
0702 0709 3401
UF BMEWS


















(GUIDED ONLY DURING INITIAL POWERED
PHASE)
BT #MISSILES








FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES































































































BALLOONS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING}
ICON=T}
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES




















































































0702 1507 2311 2402 2603 3202 3406





























































































































































































II03 1204 1305 3401






0202 0505 1103 1104 1502 1703 1805
3202 3401






























OlOI 0702 llOl 1202 1504 2311










































































OlOl 0201 1202 2311
(FLUIG FLOW AT THE BASE OR EXTREME
























0603 llOl 1105 1106 1804 1808 1902
3202 3406

























































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)

























USE BEACON EXPLCRER A
BE B
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
7O






RT ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BEACHES



















USE EXPLERER 22 SATELLITE
BEACON SATELLITES
1302 3107









































NT M- 218 AIRCRAFT
WA-116 AUTEGIRO
RT AIRCRAFI
BEAGLE MILES g-218 AIRCRAFT
















































0710 1601 2102 2306 2403 2502 3202



















































































































































0202 0506 0603 II01 1104














USE C- 33 AIRCRAFT
BEECH S-35 AIRCRAFT





























































UF BELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT





















(EXPANDABLE JOINTS--FOR DEVICES TO



















0508 1103 1307 1308 1502 1506 2903



















































































































































BERENIGE ROCKET VEHICLE NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
3101 3106
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT HYPERSONIC REENTRY












































































































































































































































































































BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS
DATA
#DATA PROCESSING
DECIMAL TO BINARY CONVERTERS
DIGITAL DATA
BINARY OIGITS

























0603 ITOl 1704 1806






















BINARY SYSTEMS (MATERIALS) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
#BINARY SYSTEMS IMATERIALS|
1704 1805 2601






























































































040I 0404 0504 0506 D507
(BIOLOGICALt BEHAVIORAL AND MEDICAL
ASPECTS EXPECTED TO BE FOUND IN
SPACE VEHICLES DESIGNED TO TRAVEL
IN SPACE AND ON CELESTIAL BOOIES













































































































































































































































































































































WAIER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
BIPROPELLANTS

































































































































BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE
















BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
3101 3108
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE SIAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SCUNDING ROCKETS
NT BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
3101 3108 3409
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKEIS
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
310l 3108
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SGUNOING ROCKETS
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNOING ROCKET
3101 3108
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNOING ROCKET
3LOl 3108 3409
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
3103 3106
UF BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES












































































0104 0409 0504 1504 2805


























1002 IlOB 1504 3404
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTEO BELOW)









































































2808 3102 3201 3302 340L


























OlOI 0201 0303 0401 1103 1202 1502
3407
(USE OF A MCRE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTEO BELOW)

















































































































































































RT HOISHOT WIND TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS




















































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
AT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
#COUNTERMEASURES
J-85 ENGINE










BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3401
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
STANCARD LAUNCH VEH|CLES













RT LIQUID PRUPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES




RT ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE




INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
#MISSILES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES







































USE BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
BO P-310 HELICOPTER
0206






































0103 0207 3101 3103 3105 3106 3107
3II0





























































N THESAURUS {ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





RT CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
#CRYSTALS









































(LIMITED TC BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
--FOR MEASUREKENT OF NON-BIOLOGICAL





























































UF BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT
VERTOL MILITARY HELICOPTERS



















































































































BT LIGUID CUDLED REACTORS
#NOCLEAR REACTORS
WATER COOLED REACTORS
NT BGRAX 5 REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR




ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
RT NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS




















BOLKCW 80 P-31O HELICCPTER











































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LR-Sg-AJ-13 ENGINE




SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PREPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BOMBARDMENT
2401 2405 2901 3005 3304 3401










NT A- 2 AIRCRAFT
84













































































































































































































HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ILAUNCh VEHICLES
L_QUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
MACE MISSILES
NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEEICLES
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT







(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTEO BELOWI


































































BT BOILING WATER REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
























































































































































































































































BOUNDARIES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
#BEUN£ARIES


























OlOl 0102 0201 1201 1602
UF LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL

























0101 1201 1202 1203 3303
BT #FLUID FLOW
VISCOUS FLOW
























LAMINAR BGUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
STALL
WING STALL




























































UF BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE




THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER



















UF INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS





































0102 0202 1504 3202 3407
















0202 1103 1502 1504 3203 3604














































































0203 0208 0303 1504
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)
RT #BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION]
BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)

























































0303 2805 3303 3304
BT #CYCLES
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES


























USE BOUNCARY LAYER SEPARATION
BREAKOCWN
0905 3405

















0404 0412 0501 D506








































NT EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2














































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDEC--CONSOLT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)






























































0710 1704 2402 2601
BT _REGIONS

































BRISTCL-SIODELEY MK 301 ENGINE
2808
B( #ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES


















BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP AIRCRAFT
USE #BAD AIRCRAFT
8RIITLENESS
1704 2601 3204 3408
BT #MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

























































































































































































0505 I103 1502 1703 1805 3202





































































































































































































































































0603 2701 2702 3301 3302


































(TERMINATION OF COMBUSTION IN A
ROCKET ENGINE BECAUSE OF EXHAUSTION
OF THE PROPELLANT}





LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES






















































































0508 0801 0904 0905 1504























































































































































































0401 0504 0506 0507 3104
BT #CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES









0202 0504 0506 0507 3104














CABLES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CABLES
0202 0701 0904 0905 1103 1506 3202















































































































RT NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE































































































































































































































































































































































































UF CANAOAIR CF-104 AIRCRAFT
OF-TO4 AIRCRAFT
8T #GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT









USE CL- 28 AIRCRAFT
CANADAIR CL-4I AIRCRAFT
USE CL- 41 AIRCRAFT
CANADAIR CL-44 AIRCRAFT
USE CL- 44 AIRCRAFT
CANADAIR CL-84 AIRCRAFT

























































































































































3401 3404 3406 3408









CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
1104 II06 II08 1109 1305
BT LAUNCHING BASES
RT GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
CAPILLARIES
0303 0404 1202 1504










































0508 1102 L504 3203 3302




















0202 0405 0410 0504 1502 3104 3203

























USE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
CAPTURE EFFECT











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NT SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP



































































































0203 0207 1002 LI04 2403































































0102 0104 0902 1001 1002 1201 2311



































0202 0405 1103 1502 1504 3203 3403



































































































































































0203 1506 3102 3103
BI #LAUNCHERS
NT ROCKET CATAPULTS

























































































































































































0705 OTtO IbOl 2304 2310 2402 2603
UF RESONANT CAVITIES
BT RESONATORS










































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)




















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) CELESTIAL SPHERE
VISIBILITY
CEILCMETERS



















































































































(DETERMINATION OF THE FORM OF THE
EARTHy OF THE EARTHS GRAVITATIONAL


































UF STELLAR INERTIAL NAVIGATION
BT _NAVIGATION























































0302 0406 0_04 II04 3202 3402






















































































RT DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS














































NT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ATLAS 0 ICBM
CENTAUR PROJECT
























































CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM







































































































RT CENTER OF GRAVITY
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
CENTURION AIRCRAFT








































































































































































































UF CERAMAL PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CERAMALS
BT #COMPOSITE MATERIALS
























































































































































































UF CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT



































































































































































II01 1104 1502 1504 3204














































































































































040_ 1106 1305 1502 2801 Z80B 3301
















































0702 0802 1202 1305
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)































































USE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
1902 3408















































1203 2403 2605 2502
(COLLISIONAL TRANSFER OF AN
ELECTRON FROM A NEUTRAL ATOM OR












USE POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
CHARGE TRANSFER










































































































2306 2307 2_01 2602 3302






























































0802 1102 IlO8 3609
{SEQUENCE OF TESTS TO DETERMINE












































































































CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
0302 0303 0602









































































































































































































































































































































































0403 0602 0603 3304
UF CHAPMAN-JDUGET FLAME




























































































TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
CHEMICAL PROPULSION






































































































































































0403 0603 170B 1804 1807 1808

























































































































































































(A POLYSACCHARIOE WHICH IS THE
PRINCIPAL CONSIITUENI OF THE SHELLS
OF CRABS AND LOBSTERSt THE SHARDS OF

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CIRCULATORS IPHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS)

















































































































UF CANACAIR CL-28 AIRCRAFT

































UF CANADAIR CL-84 AIRCRAFT






























































































































































































































































































































































RT BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES














0602 0702 0802 1003 1202 1305 2311











0404 0504 0505 0507


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT SPACECRAFT CABIN SIMULATORS
TRAINING DEVICES
COCKPITS
































0703 0802 3401 3405



















THESAURUS[ALPHAfiEIICALL STING) COHERENT RADAR
RT AOORESSINO
ALPHABETS








































































































0705 0710 L60I 2306 2310 2402



















































1601 2306 23L0 2402



























OTOS 07lO IDOl 2306 2310 Z402
UF COHERENT SOURCES
COHERENT TRANSMISSION
NT COHERENT ACOUSTIC RADIATION
COHERENT ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
COHERENT LIGHT





















































UF CONVAIR 68 AIRCRAFT
LARA AIRCRAFT
LIGHT ARMEO RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
NT OV-IO AIRCRAFT
COINCIDENCE CIRCUITS

























































































(LIMITED TO HARDENING OF MATERIALS
BY COOLING TO VERY LOW TEMPERATURES--
EXCLUDES PRECIPITATION HARDENING AT
OR NEAR ROOM TEMPERATURE AND







































































































































































































































1203 1904 2401 2404 2405 2502















































































































































































































(USE OF A MERE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)































0404 0408 2310 3001








































































































































































































































































































USE COMMAND AND CONTROL
COMMANDO AIRCRAFT
USE C- 46 AIRCRAFT
COMMANGS
3406 0702 0707 0708 2102

































































































































































































NT EARLY BIRD SATELLITES
























































































































































0404 0410 0702 1001 2310 3402 3408








































































































































































































RT CASE BONDED PRCPELLANTS
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS





























ObOl 1704 1B05 3406 3408
































































































RT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER



































































































































































































ARITHMETIC AN_ LOGIC UNITS














































































DELAY LINES (COMPUTER STORAGE)
REGISTERS (COMPUTERS)
SHIFT REGISTERS




































UF ARIP (IMRACI PREDICTION)



















0801 0802 0905 2102
UF PROCESSORS (COMPUIERS)






































































































































































































1703 1805 2003 3407






















0903 0904 1504 3303 3404




































































































0906 I001 1002 2302 3407





















































0906 2302 2304 3408
























NT ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY METERS
#CONDUCTORS




















































0406 L902 3105 3110
(LIMITED TO MATERIAL OBJECTS}
UF CONICAL FLARE
FUSIFORM SHAPES
























































OLOL 020Z L902 23LI 3406

























































































































































































































































































































































USE VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
CONSTANTAN












































































OlOi II02 I105 1106 1108 3203 3404
































OlOI IBOI IE05 3203 3404





































































































0202 0505 1103 1502 2806 3203




























































































































































OTlO 1411 1902 2306 2310 2402
UF CONTINUOUS WAVES
























































































































































































































0202 0203 0906 0_05 1003 1201 1602






































































































































































0904 0905 1003 1202
(DEVICES WHICH EMPLOY AN OUTSIDE


















































































POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
THERMAL DIFFUSION
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER































































0602 0802 1504 1902 3407



















OBOl 0904 1413 1504
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELCH)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES














2306 2402 2403 2901 2902 2903
(NONELECTROMAGNEIIO RADIATION

































































































































CORRELATORS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(CON'T)
(OEVICES THAT DETECT WEAK SIGNALS














































































































































































































































USE EXIRATERRESTRIAL RADIO WAVES
COSMIC RAY ALBEDC





















0710 2402 2403 2901 2902
UP COSMIC RADIATION
BT #IONIZING RADIATION












































































































































































USE COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
COST ESTIMATES
3401 3402 3406 3409
BT ESTIMATES


























































































































































RT GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
METAL CUTTING
COUNTING




















































0603 0902 lO01 1504 1507














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0401 0408 0702 2308 2310




























0705 1302 2402 2901 2902 2903
BT #FREQUENCIES
NT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION





































































UF CRITICAL NACH NUMBER
CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER
CRITICAL SPEED



































0409 0411 0_12 0505




























0101 1202 1308 2202 2401 2405 3203
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECCMMENDED--CGNSULT THE TERMS
LISIEO BELOW)


































































































































1502 2303 3303 3404
UF DEWAR SYSIEMS

























RT CRYOGEN IC EQUIPMENT
CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE










































(USE CF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOWI





























































































































0705 0906 2301 2306 2402 2601
BT OANOPASS FILTERS
ELECTRIC FILTERS
























NT BOOY CENTERED CUBIC LATIICtS
CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
CUBIC LATTICES


































































































































































CRYSTALS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
[CONgT)







USE COMMANO SERVICE MODULES
CT-114 AIRCRAFT






















NT BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES



















































(USE EF A Mbl_E SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMr_IO_D--CUNSULT THE TERMS
LISTEO BELDW)





























































































NASA IHESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) CUSHIONS
CURL
1902





















0902 0904 0905 1002
BT #AMPLIFIERS














































0102 0103 1203 1204 1310
























USE C- 46 AIRCRAFT
CURTISS-WRIGHT AIRCRAFT
0207
UF CURTISS-WRIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT





































































CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
0205

























0702 1102 I305 1506 2311 2BOI 2808





















































USE DHC 6 AIRCRAFT
CV- 7 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
CV-360 AIRCRAFT
0204





































































































































































































































































0202 1103 1502 1504 1902 2801 3203


































































































































































































D-- 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
3101























DAIMLER-BENZ PTL-6 GAS TURBINE ENGINE
USE PTL-6 ENGINE
DAKOTA AIRCRAFT








































USE DOWNRANGE ANIIMISSILE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
DAMPERS
1501 1504 2308 3110


































































































































NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
RT AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAF1
DASSAULT MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
USE HYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
DATA
0802 0803 IS02



















0702 0708 0803 1106 3405
fit ACQUISITION





































NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS
DECIMAL TO BINARY CONVERTERS










































NT CENSORED DATA (MATHEMATICS)









































































































































0802 0803 1905 3405


































































0702 0708 0803 1003 3405






0702 0708 0802 0803 3405







































































































































DE HAVILLAEC DH 106 AIRCRAFT
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DE hAVILLAND DH lOB AIRCRAFT
USE DH I08 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH llO AIRCRAFT
USE DH 110 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH I12 AIRCRAFT
USE DH I12 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 115 AIRCRAFT
USE DH I15 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND OH 121 AIRCRAFT
USE OH 121 AIRCRAFT
DE hAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
USE OH 125 AIRCRAft
DE HAVILLANO DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC5 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND VENOM AIRCRAFT







BT MULTISIAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS



































































































































2401 2403 2404 2406
BT #RATES IPER TIME}







































































0410 0802 1905 3402































































































































































5A THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DEFDRMATION
DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
0703 0705 0706 0708 0709 0803
























































































































































































































































































































































RT ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES
CIRCULATORS |PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS)
COMPARATOR CIRCUITS
DELAY LINES
DELAY LINES (COMPUTER STORAGE)
PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS
OELAY LINES
0702 080I 0902 0905
NT ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES





_A THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DELAY LINES [COMPUTER STORAGEI
0801






































USE E- 102 All'RAFT
DELTA DART AIRCRAFT























































































































0703 1308 1902 2311 3408











































0104 0603 1203 300g




























0601 1409 2311 3407





































































































0302 0604 0705 2304 2306 2307 2402
(EXCLUDES CONSIDERATION OF OPTICAL










































0603 1305 130E 1806




















NT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS
RT ANESTHESIOLOGY
DEPRESSION
0405 0410 1308 2003 2311 3402 3407

















































































































































OLOI DLC2 LODI LL06 3406





















































USE 8- 66 AIRCRAFT
DESTRUCTION





















































































OTOl 0904 0905 1409 1504 2203









































































































































































































0902 0905 0900 iool 2303
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED---CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)







































USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DH I08 AIRCRAFT
020I 0204
UF DE HAVILLAND Oh I08 AIRCRAFT



















UF DE HAVILLAND OH 112 AIRCRAFT

































UF DE HAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-125 AIRCRAFT
JET DRAGON AIRCRAFT













DE HAVILLAND DHC 4 AIRCRAFI










DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT

















































































RT LIGUIO PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
















USE LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
SWEPT WINGS
DIAMONDS











































































































































8T POLARIZATION (CHARGE SEPARATION)
RT DIELECTRICS
IBT















































































































































































































































































































































OlOl 1201 1202 1203




























































































































RT BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION
#COMBUSTION
DIFFUSION THEORY

































































































































ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS

























































UF BINARY SYSTEMS (DIGITALI
TERNARY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATIUN





















DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
0801 0802
8T DATA CCNVtRTERS







DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
0701 0801 0802



















0703 0802 0803 1902































































































































































































0406 1305 1504 1704
RT BULGING
192




































































































































VAN OER WAAL FORCES
DIPOLES
0604 0701 0901 2304 2307 230g 2402










































HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
MAGNESIUM CELLS
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATORS













































1102 1303 1305 1406 2103 3406















































0101 0203 0901 1202 2807
UF VECTOR CONTROL
BT #ATTITUDE CONTROL












































































1001 2304 2502 2808 3_06





































USE GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
DISCHARGERS






















































RT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
















































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DISPLAY DEVICES
VIOLENCE
DISORIENTATION
020i i902 2102 2103 300q 3203 3406
























































1411 1701 1902 2310 2311 3006 3408


































































(MEASUREMENT IN CHANGE OF POSITION)
BT #MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
#DISPLAY DEVICES
0801 1406 1504 3_06



















































































































































































































































































































































































































0410 1308 3009 3406































































































































0902 0906 0905 lOOT 150% 1902



























































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DOPPLER EFFECT


















(THE ASSEMBLINE_ CODlfiGt KNOWLEDGE
FOR GIVING DOCUMENTARY INEORMATIEN






















































































































































































































USE DO- 27 AIRCRAFT
DORNIER D0-28 AlP JCRAFT
USE 00- 28 AIRCRAFT
DORNIER 00-29 AIRCRAFT
USE DO'- 29 AIRCRAFT
BORNIER 00-31 AIRCRAFT
USE DO- 3I AIRCRAFT
DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
3106
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
























































DOUBLE BASE ROCKET PROPELLANTS
2702 2809



























UF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT




















USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS 0C-8 AIRCRAFT
USE OC 8 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS OC-9 AIRCRAFT






















































IZ03 1408 150A ITO_






























































































































DRAWING NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DRAWING
0602 1704



































USE DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSULES
DREAMS
0404 0408
RT RAPID EYE _OVEMENI STATE
DREWS (SATELLITES)
USE DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL WEATHER SAT
DRIFT
0201 0702 lOOI 1406 1905 2103 2602






















0201 0702 1001 1406 1905 2103 2602

































































NT JINOIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT







































1108 3201 3203 340_
UF DROP WEIGHT TESTS
RT CHARPY IMPACT TEST
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
204

























































CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS

























































OSO_ 0801 I103 1502 1504 1704 3202






















































































USE DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS
DTHB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE GROUKD EFFECT MACHINES
DTMB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE




























































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
RESTARTA_LE ROCKET ENGINES


























































































































0702 0705 OSOI 0902 0905
RT #CIRCUITS





































































NT WHITE DWARF STARS
RI MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
DWELL

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1381 1302 1308 2003 3008
BT #ENVIRONMENTS
























































































































































































































































































































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE


































































































































USE EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EBR-2 REACTOR

















ECCENTRIC ORBII CEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
USE EGO
ELCENIRICITY




































NT ECHO l SATELLITE
ECHO 2 SATELLITE















ECHO 1 CARRIER ROCKET










RT ECHO 2 SATELLITE


































RT ECLIPSING BINARY STARS
214




































































1202 1203 2003 2307 2603 3303






























































































































































































































UF ECCENTRIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY




























































































































































































































USE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
ELASTIC PLATES
1809 3202








































































IBO_ I80g 3202 3203















































































































































































































































0302 0904 0905 3401
(INCLUDES BOTH RECHARGEABLE OR
STORAGE BATTERIES AND
NO_RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES FOR
















RT #AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0301 0303 1504 Z304 3404






















NT ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
MALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY























0301 2304 2803 3404
(EXCLUOES PROPULSION USING ELECTRIC














TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES
UNOERWATER PROPULSION
ELECTRIC PULSES



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
#ELECTRODES
































































































































































































































































































































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
0705 1404 1406 2402
(MEASUREMENT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC









































































































(ENCOMPASSES DEVICES FOR MATERIALS



































































































































































0588 1504 2402 3404
BT #SHIELOING





























































































































































































VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
ELECTRON ATTACHMENT























































0603 2401 2403 2405




















































































































































































0710 0905 1504 2403 3404








































































































2411 2310 2402 2403 2602




































































































































USE ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
ELECTRON STATES





























































0_03 0905 090_ 140_ 2501 2602








































































































































0905 1002 1505 3404
{CHECKOUT OF ELECTRONIC E_UIPMENI)




















































1411 2310 2402 2403
(EMISSION OR ABSORPTION MOLECULAR

















0905 1002 1413 2602
BT #ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
#TRANSDUCERS













































































































































































0602 0604 1507 1704 3604





































8T ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES












0301 0302 1503 1504













































































1504 2801 2803 2808 3606
BT ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES
NT ARC JET ENGINES
PLASMA ENGINES
RESISTOJET ENGINES
TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES
XT-761 ENGINE





























































































































0603 0903 0906 1703 1807 3203 3606

















































































































































































































































0405 0501 0502 0507





EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
0401 0405 0504 0507 0508
Bl LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS














































































0605 1411 2306 2310 2402 2403
(ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION OF ANY































































0605 1411 2306 2310 2402 3406
RT EMERGING
2.38













































































































































































































































1808 2701 2702 3301
BT CHEMICAL FUELS
#FUELS































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTINGI
BT #PERSONNEL
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER A
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER C
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER O
USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
ENERGY
0301 2311 2402



































































































0301 0603 1201 2311 3303































2301 2304 2402 2403 2405 2502
BT #DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY}














2306 2401 2402 2403 2404 2405
UF ELECTRONIC LEVELS
BT #LEVEL (GUANTITY)
























NT BERNSTEIN ENERGY PRINCIPLE
STRAIN ENERGY METHODS















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)




























0303 1002 1504 2201 3304 3404
UF ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES





















2311 2402 2403 2404 3303 3304
(MACROSCOPIC MECHANICAL INTERACTIONS--
EXCLUDES _UANIUM INTERACTIONS,






























2102 2801 2805 2808



































































































II08 2801 2805 2808
UF GROUND RUN-UP
RUNUP
NT COLD FLOW TESTS











































































0301 I504 280I 2808
(MACHINES WITH SELF-CONTAINED POWER
SOURCES FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION--
SEE MOTORS FOR MACHINES UTILIZING
EXTERNAL POWER SOURCES FOR NORMAL
OPERATION)
UF GAS GENERATOR ENGINES
HEAT ENGINES









BRISTGL-SIDOELEY BS 53 ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIODELEY MK 30I ENGINE


















HOT hATER ROCKET ENGINES






















LIQUID AIR £YCLE ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES





















NIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES





















SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
STF-I02 ENGINE



































































































ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
2203 2204











































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING| ENZYMES



























































































































































































































USE EXPLERER I2 SATELLITE
EPE-B
USE EXPLLRER 14 SATELLITE
EPE-C
USE EXPLCRER I5 SATELLITE
EPE-O
USE EXPLORER 26 SATEL. LITE
EPHEMERIDES













































































































































1901 1902 IS04 2311
UF MOTION EQUATIONS




























0602 2308 2311 2401 3304
UF STATE EQUATIONS








































OlOl 0603 I202 2311 2406 3304





































UF STEADY STATE FLOW
BT #FLUID FLOW
GAS FLOW
























































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ERCS PROJECT
USE EXPERIMENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL SHOT PROJ
EROSION




































































































































































































2308 23II 2401 2403 3006
UF PARABOLIC VELOCITY






























EURUPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION SAT
#SATELLITES






EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION SAT
_SATELLITES

















































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) EUSTACHIAN TUBES
ETR (REACTORS)


























































































EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
1202 1204 [902 2308














1202 1204 1902 2311
UF LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

































AT ESRO I SATELLITE
ESRO 2 SATELLITE








NT ESRO I SATELLITE
ESRO 2 SATELLITE
























EUTECTIC ALLEYS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
EUTECTIC ALLOYS



































(CLEARNACE OF PERSDNNELt ANIMALS,














































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) EXERCISE (PHYSIOLOGY)
EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI
240L 2405

















0404 0602 I902 3002 3304 3401 3403










































































1202 ISOl 1803 3303 3304 3305














































































































































































































































































BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE





























































































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
2204 3303 3404
UF EBWR {REACTOR}
BT BOILING WATER REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
WATER COOLED REACTORS
WATER MODERATED REACTORS






LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS






LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
3404 3405
(DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS EXCLUDES
PROTOTYPES)















EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
2204 3303 3404
UF EGCR (REACTOR)
BT GAS COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
2202 3303 3404
UF EOCR {REACTOR)
BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
ORGANIC MODERATED REACTORS




















































































































RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE
RT JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE































































RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER S-46 SATELLITE
3107 3409











RT SCOUT LAUNC_ VEHICLE
256




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
#EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION










































































(ACTIVITY OUTSIOE THE SPACECRAFT)
RT AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION












0705 0710 2301 2309 2312 2602








EXTREMELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES






































































































































































RT RF- 4 AIRCRAFT
F-- 5 AIRCRAFT
0207 3401



















































F- 28 IRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
020L 0204
UF FELLOWSHIP AIRCRAFT























































































































RI VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
F- TiC AIRCRAFT
0207 3401




LIGUID PRDPELLANI ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES














































































IIOi II03 II04 II06 1108 3406










































































































































NT FO 2 AIRCRAFT
RT AIRCRAFT
FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
USE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
FAIRINGS


























RT MERCURY MA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 9 FLIGHT
FALCON MISSILE
3101 340I








































FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT
0101 0102 0103 0104 0201 0206 0209








































1404 2310 2402 2903
(30 MICRONS TO ABOUT lOOO MICRONS)
ET #ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
INFRARED RADIATION







1404 2310 2402 2903
(200 TO 2000 ANGSTROMS)










0603 1203 2304 2306 2402
RT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
GLOW DISCHARGES
FARADAY EFFECT
2306 2307 2310 2402
UF FARADAY ROTATION
8T #ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERIIES






































NT EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2




































































































































































































USE FEEDBACK FREQUENCY MODULATION
FBM (MISSILES)
USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
FCC LATTICES
USE FACE CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
FD 2 AIRCRAFT
0201


















































0102 0302 2701 2702 2802 2803 2804
RT COLD FLOW TESTS
FUEL TANKS
265









































0503 0802 1003 1201 2102

























































































0102 0705 0709 1109












0710 2306 2310 2402




































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING} FIBER STRENGTH
THERMAL NEUTRONS
XI HYPERCNS












































































































































USE FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
FH-IIOO HELICOPTER
USE OH-- 5 HELICOPTER
FIAT AIRCRAFT
0204 0206 0207





FIAT G- 91 AIRCRAFT
USE G- 91 AIRCRAFT
FlAT G- 9514 AIRCRAFT




































































D603 D604 0405 1808
BT #PROTEINS
FIBRINOGEN































FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS
3101 3601
UF FABMOS
fit MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEMS
RT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY




RT INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
FIELD COILS
2307
























(EMPLOY THIS TERM WHEN TYPE OF FIELD
INVOLVED IS NOT SPECIFIED--OTHERWISE














































































0409 I101 1305 1902 2311 3_06











































































0903 0904 1506 1507 1706 1811


















































































1607 1706 1802 3203



























0710 0902 0904 O_05 1001 1504 2311




















0505 0602 1504 3_04 3407
UF FILTERING
NT SPATIAL FILTERING

























































































































































0203 0603 3301 3404
(LIMITED TO CONTROL OF THE FIRING
OF WEAPONS--EXCLUDES FIRE























(EXCLUDES FIRE CONTRDL--CCNTROL OF



















































































































BT #AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES









































































































1407 1504 3404 3407





























































































RT BOUNDARY LAYER COMBUSTION


































































































































































I4lI 2306 2310 2402 2902 3201 3302





























































































































































SURFACE lO SURFACE MISSILES





RT BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES





























































0408 0702 230b 2310
BT #PERCEPTION
RT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
FLIGHT
0201 3004 3007













































































0101 0401 0405 3009









OZOI 1402 I410 2102 3009


















































































































































































































































0203 0502 IlOI I402
BI #RULES



























0502 1106 1107 1108
BT #SIMULATION




































0401 0408 3104 3203














{EXCLUDES MECHANICAL STRESS AND
AND STRAIN)
































0201 1108 1505 3009





















WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
FLIGHT TIME
0201 1904 3006 3110
BT #TIME



















































































































































OIOI 0802 III0 1202 1203 1204 3406





















0101 1202 1203 3303
BI #DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

















































































































































































1003 1202 1501 1504
BT #REGULATORS



















































































































































































































































1201 1202 I203 1204










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OlOI 0705 1202 1902 2311 2402 2405
2502 3006











(THE TOTAL EMANATION OF ENERGYv
MATERIAL OR PARTICLES FROM A SINGLE
SOURCE PER UNIT TIME--OFTEN USED
ERRONEOUSLY IN LIEU OF FLUX DENSITY,
WHICH IS ENERGY, MATERIAL OR
































0705 2402 2403 2405 2902 3303
(ENERGY_ MATERIAL OR PARTICLE RATE
PER UNIT AREA--THE QUANTITY USUALLY
MEASURED EXCEPT WHEN THE TOTAL




FLUX IRATE PER UNII AREAl
FLUX MAPPING
POWER DENSITY





































































































































































































1504 1704 3202 3203


















NT F- 27 AIRCRAFT




FOKKER F 27 AIRCRAFT
USE F- Z7 AIRCRAFT
FGKKER F 28 AIRCRAFT
USE F- 28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FOKKER FRIENDSHIP AIRCRAFT






















FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
3106
UF FFAR ROCKE_ VEHICLE
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES




































0403 0_04 0405 0505








































RT SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
FORBIDDEN BANDS
1203 2306 2401 2402 2403 2405
BT ENERGY BANDS

































































































































1905 2003 3401 3402
UF FORECASTS


































































































































{USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OLOl 1201 1202 I203 2404






























































RT MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
FREEZING
































































































































0702 0705 IO01 1003 2306 2310 2402
UF FREQUENCY REGULATION
BT #REGULATORS
NT AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
291





































0701 0702 O70B 1002
fiT FREQUENCY CONVERTERS

































































































































































































































USE COEFFICIENT GF FRICTION
FRICTION DRAG




















1902 2308 2311 3408
UF FRICTION LOSS COEFFICIENT



























































0710 1202 1204 1301 2001 2003











































































8T DIRECT POWER GENERATORS
#ELECTRIC GENERATORS
#ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
NT BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS
HYDROGEN CXYGEN FUEL CELLS
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
RT CELLS










































































FUEL ELEMENTS (NUCLEAR REACTORS)
USE NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
FUEL FLOW
















L402 1406 1408 1410
BT _MEASURING INSTRUMENTS


































1501 2701 2702 2801 2806 2808
uT #PUMPS



















2701 Z702 2804 2605 2808 2809




























0202 2701 2702 2804
BT PRESSURIZING


















0202 2701 2702 2804
BT #TANKS (CONTAINERS)
NT WING TANKS























































































































0102 0104 0203 1505























































































































































































































































































































1504 1704 2405 2502 3304 3407







































USE F- 6 AIRCRAFI
FBU AIRCRAFT
USE F- 8 AIRCRAFT
FgF AIRCRAFT







UF NAVION G-[ AIRCRAFT
NAVION RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT
RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT



































































USE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS
GALACTIC RADIATION
0702 0704 2903 3002
BT #EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION






SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
STELLAR RADIATION
GALACTIC RADIATION EXP BACKGROUND SATS
USE GREB SATELLITES
GALACTIC RADIO WAVES












































































































































































GAMNA RAY ASTRONOMY EXPLORER

































































































NASATHESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) GAS EXPLOSIONS
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS
GAS BAGS











































NT EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS



































































































































RT DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES
301


















































































I203 2311 3303 3304


































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SOLUTIONS





































0602 1203 2202 2203 2204 2311









































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM-IS
RECOMMENOE(_--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)


















NI BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE












































































0602 1507 1704 3303
303
GASWELDING NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(CGNmT)
(EXCLUDES ELECTRIC WELDING IN THE






































































































1203 2311 2701 2702 3301 3302
BT #PROPELLANTS
ROCKET PROPELLANTS




















































































































0903 fOOl 1002 1201 1501 1504 3301





































































USE GAS COOLED REACTORS
GEAR
1504
































































GELATINS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING|
GELATINS














































0602 1801 1804 180B 3302





















BT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
#SPACE FLIGHT






























































































UF CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
















GENERAL DYNAMICS _ILITARY AIRCRAFT




RT T_ANSFER GF TRAINING
GENERATION
0606 3603 3607
























































UF MB--I ROCKET VEHICLE
8T #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
RT ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES































































































1303 1306 1305 1606








1307 1308 1309 2306 2307
BT #ELECTRICITY
307


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)




















































































































































































































0101 0102 0205 3105 3201
BT #LANDING









OlO1 0102 0205 3006
UF GLIDE ANGLES
GLIDE SLOPES
NULL REFERENCE GLIDE PATH
BT FLIGHT PATHS
SLOPES






























































RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
SATELLITE TRACKING
STADAN (SATELLITE TRACKING NETWORK|
GLOBES
1304 1308





























































































































































































































































GORES NASA THESAURUS IALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GORES
















0101 1305 I505 3601 3406



















































0409 1607 1704 260I 2702 2809
























































































































































































































NT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
SOLAR GRAVITATION




















































































UF GALACTIC RADIATION EXP BACKGROUND SATS
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
#SATELLITES











































































































UF ULTRASONIC GRINDING MACHINES
BT MACHINE TOOLS
#TOOLS





































NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
RT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
AIRCRAFT CONTROL










INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
316






























UF AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
DTMB-III GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
DTMB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
HOVERCRAFT
NT CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
GETOL AIRCRAFT
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
VA-3 GROUNU EFFECT MACHINE





























GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
0702 1102 1103 1106












0709 1109 1606 2103





















0702 1102 1i04 ii09
BT #STATIONS
NT DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM









1103 1106 1108 1406
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM



































1103 1106 1108 1406 3102
BT SUPPORT SYSTEMS
RT GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
#GROUND TESTS
1106 1107 1108 1110
UF GROUND RUN-UP
















GROUND TESTS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISIINGi
(CON'T)
TESTS
WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
GROUND TRACKS
1102 II09 3006























































USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
GROUP IB COMPOUNDS
0603 1804







USE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
GROUP 28 COMPOUNDS
0603

















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)






























































































































UF GRUMMAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT










































USE DINFIA FA AIRCRAFT
GUARANI 1 AIRCRAFT
































































































GULFS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GULFS
1305 1310


















(ORDNANCE DEVICES FOR FIRING












































1504 Z403 2501 3401














































































SUD AVIATION GY-BO AIRCRAFT

































































































































































































































































RT ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT
H- 34 HELICOPIER














8I BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES
RT JUNU 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
H-I26 AIRCRAFT
0207






































































HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)








































































































































































HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
22O2 2204
UF HNPF (HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY)








NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
#PSYCHOLOGI£AL EFFECTS



























































































































































































































































































































































(TECHNIQUES FOR DECREASING THE
SUSCEPTIBILITY OR VULNERABILITY








































































































































































































































SURFACE TD AIR MISSILES
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
HANKER HUNTER AIRCRAFT








0201 0207 1100 3401








































































USE HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
HC-I HELICOPTER
USE CH- 47 HELICOPTER
HE-3 HELICOPTER
0204 0206
UF OMNIPOL HC-3 HELICOPTER








HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HE-Z11 AIRCRAFT
0204




















































































































































































1308 1408 2003 2903 3304












1301 2003 3303 3306
BT #ENERGY BUDGETS























NT TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS
329






























(HEAT ENERGY TRANSMISSION RATE)































































































1701 1704 3303 3304






































































0301 0302 0602 3303 3304







USE HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
HEAT TOLERANCE






















































































1202 1203 3303 3304
UF HEAT FLOW
BT #TRANSMISSION



























































































































































































































UF HEAVY COSMIC RAY PRIMARIES
BT NUCLEI INUCLEAR PHYSICS|
RT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
HEAVY WATER











HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
IIOB 2204
BT HEAVY WATER REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS










NT HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
HER (HIGH ENERGY FUELS)













































































































































































HELLO AIRCRAFT NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(CCNmT)










































































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS "
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)




































































1304 1305 1902 2003











BT #SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS}






























































































SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE

















































































































































































































































USE HIGh FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
HFIR (REACTOR)
























USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
HICAT PROJECT
USE HIGH RESOLUTION CGVERAGE ANTENNAS
HIERARCHIES




0201 2308 2603 3110
fiT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS}
#RATES (PER TIMEI












OiO1 0201 0601 1108 1202 1308


































HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
0611 1308 1406 2203 3108 3609
BT #DETFCTION









HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE
USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS









OlOl 0102 0106 1902
fit ASPECT RATIO
#RATIOS


















(HEAT CONTENT GREATER THAN
OR EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY 25,000
BTUILB)




















































HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS




RT NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY
HIGH FREQUENCIES















USE HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH GRAVITY ENV|RGNMENTS
0401 0504 1304 130g



















































OlOI IDOl 1202 2304 231l 3303 3408















HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
PRECISION
HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
0702 0710 0904 2402








0101 0201 1504 3009
UF HIGH SPEED FLIGHT















































I4OB 2311 2502 3304
338










RT HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS













































HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
1108 2202 2203 2204 3303
UF LOS ALAMOS TURRE1 REACTOR
UHTREX (NUCLEAR REACTGRSI
BT GAS COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS






































































HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR

































































































































































USE HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIVOS (SIMULATOR}















HNPF (HALLAN NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY)
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
HO-4 HELICOPTER
USE OH-- 4 HELICOPTER
HO-5 HELICOPTER
USE OH- 5 HELICOPTER
HO-6 HELICOPTER
































































































0905 1104 1305 2602

















































































































































































HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
2809 3106 3401
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SURFACE TC SURFACE ROCKETS
RT ARGO 0-4 ROCKET VEHICLE




SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
STRONGARN ROCKET VEHICLE

































































































































































































RT BAYARO-ALPERT IONIZATION GAGES
IONIZATION GAGES
THERMIDNIC CATHDCES
HOT CYCLE PR&PULSION SYSTEM












USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT GASES
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT JET EXHAUST





0602 L504 1704 3404
BT #MACHINING
HOT PLASMAS






































































BT HYPERVELGCITY WIND TUNNELS
#TEST FACILITIES
WIND TUNNELS
RT BLDWOOWN WIND TUNNELS
343
281-548 0-67--'23



























USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
0205
UF HO-I GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
BT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
RT RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
HOVERING


































UE HANDLEY PAGE HP-II5 AIRCRAFT







USE HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
HRB-I HELICOPTER
USE CI+- 66 HELICOPTER
HS-125 AIRCRAFT
USE Oh I25 AIRCRAFT
HS-7_8 AIRCRAF1
0206
UF AVRO WHITWORTH HS-748 AIRCRAFT






USE SH- 3 HELICOPTER
HU-1 HELICOPTER










UF HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT









USE HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
0602 2308 2401
UF HUGONIOT ADIABAT











































































USE HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING



































































































































































USE F- 2 AIRCRAFT
345




















































NT LITHERGUL ROCKET ENGINES




LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
RESTARTABLE ROCKET ENGINES





























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)
RT DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES























































































































































































































































































































































































BT #EQUATIENS OF MOTION
KINETIC EQUATIONS
NT HELMHDLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION


































































RT CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
HYDROFOILS
348


































































































































0603 1808 2701 2702
BT CHEMICAL FUELS
#FUELS






































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES







HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(CONgT)
RT LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
TURBOROCKET ENGINES
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
0302 0505 0603


































































































































































































































































































































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES






























































































































2401 2403 2404 2405 2901 2902 2903











































OIOI 0201 O203 0205 0207
(AIRCRAFT CESIGNED TO FLY AT SPEEDS
































































































0201 0205 3303 3304


































































































USE HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONICS






















































































































NT CASCADE WINO TUNNELS
HOTSHOT WINO TUNNELS
PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUNNELS









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0602 270I 2702 2801 2805 3301





















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING}
IGY (GEOPHYSICAL YEARI
USE iNTEKNATICNAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
IL-14 AIRCRAFT
0207




























0605 2306 2310 2402 3408
(DETECTION RATE PER UNIT AREA OF
VISIBLE RADIATION--EQUALS LIGHT











































0605 2306 2310 2402





































































































IMAGE FILTERS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
IMAGE FILTERS










































































































































































































NT EXPLORER tB SATELLITE
EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
IMP-A
USE EXPLORER I8 SATELLITE
IMP-C


































































UF ARIP iIHPACT PREDICTION)




































0401 0508 II08 3201 3203






























































































RADIO FREGUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
IMPEDANCE PROBES
1302 140_ 2304 3108
BT #MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































lOOI 1902 2304 2307 2402















































































































NT MACE INERTIA PRINCIPLE


































UF STELLAR INERTIAL NAVIGATION
BT #NAVIGATION





















UF INERTIAL MEASURING UNITS

















































































































































































































































UF SHANNON INFORMATION THEORY

























































































































































































































0404 0405 0411 0506


































































































USE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
INITIATION

















































































































































































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


































































































































































































0502 llOl 1402 2101
BY APRROACH











































0203 0506 1402 I4IO 210I
UF ILS (LANDING SYSTEMS)
BT #LANDING AIDS
NI AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL














































































































0201 0504 3109 3110 3303































































































































































INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
1102 1104 I109 2102 3409













































































































2311 2401 2404 2405
RT ATOMIC STRUCTURE
























SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES









RT FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK tO REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY




































































0404 0704 0710 230I 2310

































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES







RT FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
INIERMEIALLICS
1701 1704 2602















































NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE






























































HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
IGNITION SYSTFMS






















































(PRESSURE INSIDE A PORTION OF MATTER)






















































INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR
3001 3009 3409





3401 3402 3403 3406 3409
ut IFOREIGN POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
RI U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM






































USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
3007 30Dg 340g







































































NT EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
MARINER SPACE PRCBES
MARINER SPACECRAFT
MARINER [ SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER C SPACECRAFT
MARINER R I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE




PZONEER | SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIOHEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
376
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTINGI INTERVALS
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE


















































0702 0703 0802 1407 3407
































INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
340l 3404 3405























2307 2401 3003 3009

















2306 240Z 2901 2903














































































































































































































1504 1507 1704 3402 3404












































































































































0602 1804 2401 2404
BT #PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
RT CHARGE EXCHANGE
















































0604 1002 1302 1804
BT #DENSITY (NUMBER/VOLUME}
PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION}




































































0604 1804 1808 2203
BT NRESINS





0602 0603 0604 1804
BT #EXCHANGING



































































RT ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATIONI
IONOSDNDES
RADIO FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
ION PRODUCTION RATES




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0710 1302 1804 2003 2402
BT #IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
#STORMS







































































































1701 1703 1704 3203
BT #ALLOYS





























































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTINGI ISCBARS (PRESSURE)
IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
USE UI-.F- I HELICOPTER
IRRAOIANCE
2310 2401 Z405











































































































UF INTERNATIONAL SATS FeR IONOSPHERIC STUDY
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
#SATELLITES





















































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTINGI ISOTROPY
ISOTONICITY



































































































































































































































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES
RT NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES

















































































































































USE JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
JACKETS













0202 090_ 0905 II03 1504








































UF JABIRU ROCKET VEHICLE
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKEI VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS









































BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
tROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKEIS
RT ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE--AJAX MISSILE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
JATO ENGINES
020I 2802 2805
UF JET ASSISTED TAKEOFF
















BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
RT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ROCKEI PROPELLED SLEDS

















0204 0207 2805 3401
UF JET FLIGHT
TURBOJET AIRCRAFT






































































F- IOI AIR JCRAFT
F- IOZ AIRLRAFI


























































































































USE JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
JET AMPLIFIERS
I201 I202 231I












































































BT AIR BREATHING ENGINES
#ENGINES
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
NT BRISTCL-SIDUELEY BS 53 ENGINE



































































































































USE JET AIkCRAFT NOISE
JET NOZZLES
0201 1201 1202 3009














































(EXCLUDES OEVI£ES USING A LIQUID OR























































0201 0203 0204 0205 0207 0209 1203
2805







































USE F- 10[ AIRCRAFT
JIGS
1504 3203























































































































































1504 2801 2805 3405









USE SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE
0704 1406 2901 3108
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT ARGO 0-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
SERGEANT MISSILES





























































0906 1507 1601 2602 2603 3303
















JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
LIGUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERGEANT MISSILES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES






LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
SERGEANT MISSILES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES





RT BO_STER ROCKET ENGINES
H-L ENGINE
















JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
3101 3103 3401
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
_ROCKET VEHICLES
RT EXPLORER SATELLITES
JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER MISSILE
#LAUNCH VEHICLES
LIQUID PRCPELLANT RUCKET ENGINES
SERGEANT MISSILES




INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
#MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
RT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VE_ICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE


































USE EXTREMELY _IGH FREQUENCIES
KA-6 SAILPLANES
0205
UF SCHLEICMER KA-6 SAILPLANE
BT #GLIDERS
SCHLEICEER AIRCRAFT
KAG-3 GRGUNC EFFECT MACHINE
0205
UF KAWASAKI RAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
BT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
KAWASAKI AIRCRAFT








0701 0707 0905 2104



















UF KAMAN MILITARY HELICOPTERS














































8T MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
NT KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106




RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 8 ROCKEI VEHICLE
3103 3106




RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
3L06




































NT RAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
KH-4 HELICOPTER
RT AIRCRAFT
KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE































































































































UF KAWASAKI KH-4 HELICOPTER






































































BT #EQUATIONS OF MOTION

















































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)
RT KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS
KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION










































NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS









NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
KIWI B--6 REACTOR
2202 2203 2206





NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
KIWI REACTORS
2202 2203 2206
UF KIWI ROCKET REACTORS
BT GAS COOLED REACTORS
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS





























































































































































































USE L-29 JET TRAINER
L--I649 AIRCRAFT
0204





























UF MISSILE TEST LABORATORIES
NUCLEAR ENERGY LABORATORIES

















































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES


















































































BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
#ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
401






































UF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
BT BOUNDARY LAYERS








THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
X- 21 AIRCRAFT
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION


























































RT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL



































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) LANDING SPEED
8T #MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TRAILBLAZER [ REENTRY VEHICLE
IX- II EN_|NE
LAND
















































































































UF AIRCRAFT LANDING INSTRUMENTS
BT #LANDING AIDS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
























































0203 3102 3103 3105
4O3
LANDING SPEED NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(DON'T)



























































































































































































































































































































































































1704 lg02 2405 2601 2603



















1407 1411 2402 2601



















0502 0506 1104 3102



















NT ABLESIAR LAUNCh VEHICLE
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUN£H VEHICLES
AFLAS SLY-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE






JUNU I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN [ SA- I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-IO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I#
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE




TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE




































































































































































































0101 0202 1202 1301 1302 1305 1308
1504 1703 1805 3203
























STRAT I F ICAT I ON
281-548 O-67--27 407




































































































































































UF ROUNDED LEADING EDGES
THICKENED LEADING EDGES
BT #EDGES

































































































































































































































































USE LINCCLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES
LES (ESCAPE SYSTEMS)
USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LESA (LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM)






































































































































































































































































0405 0408 0411 0507





































































































UF HIGH LIFT DEVICES
LIFTING SURFACES
























0103 0104 0209 2808
UF FANLIFT DEVICES
RT DUCTED FANS













NT HL-IO REENTRY VEHICLE
JANUS SPACECRAFT
LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES







































































































































































































































































































































































OTlO 1601 2306 2310 2402
UF OPTICAL ABSORPTION

























































































0404 0405 0506 0506












































































































































































































































































0701 0904 14II 1902

































UF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT
LTV AIRCRAFT


























































., _ _ • .=, o
LIOUV1LLE ECUATIONS
1902 190S 2308























































































































NI ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
BOILING WATER REACTORS
BORAX 5 REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
HALOEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR










LIQUID COOLED REACTORS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
(CON=T)
SOU1UM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR
SPERT REACTORS
WATER COOLED REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
RT SOOIUM COOLING
LIQUID COOLING
















BT #SHELLS {STRUCTURAL FORMS|



























































































NT ADVANCED SUOIUN COOLED REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT



















































































NT AJ- IO ENGINE



























RT ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STEEL MISSILE










DGRNIER PARAGLIOER ROCKET VEHICLE
OUCTEU ROCKET ENGINES
HYBRIO PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
JUPITER MISSILE
LANCE MISSILE








SATURN S- 1 STAGE
SATURN S- IB STAGE
SATURN S- IC STAGE
SATURN S-- 2 STAGE
SATUAN S- 4 STAGE
SATURN S- 4B STAGE
SATURN STAGES




THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE



































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) LOADING MOMENTS
#LITHIUM COMPOUNDS
0603 1804











RT ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
METAL COMPOUNDS
METAL FUELS
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
1803 2203 2204
UE LCRE REACTOR
BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS






























































USE EARTH PLANETARY STRUCTURE









SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TX--_54 ENGINE
XM-33 ENGINE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
31Ol 3302 3401
8T #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
RT HERCULES ENGINE
















































OlOI 1704 2308 3201 3203 3407































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENdED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTEO BELGWI





1904 21DZ 2104 3005 3107
UF LOCATION OF AIR TRAFFIC SATELLITES

























































USE U- 2 AIRCRAFT
LOCKHEED XV-4A AIRCRAFT





































USE LOW FREQUENCY TRANSIONDSPHERIC SATELLITES
LOFTING












































0703 0801 0802 0804 1001 1002 1201
1902






















































































USE OH- 6 HELICOPTER
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
2002 2003 3106 3302 3401
BT #ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
LOLA (SIMULATOR)
USE LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
USE LORAN
LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING




RT NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
STATISTICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
LONG TERM EFFECTS



































LONGEVITY NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ICON'T)




















0104 0201 1403 2102






































































USE LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
LORAN
0702 0706 0707 2102 2103














































USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR
2203 2204
BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
#NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
LOS ALAMOS TURRET REACTOR
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
2203 2206
























2306 2307 2311 3608
RT LO5SLESS MATERIALS
626
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTINGI LOW RESISTANCE
LUSSLESS MATERIALS
2304 2307 2311 3408
(DIELECTRIC MATERIALS THAT 00 NOT






























BT UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
0504 llOl 1102



























LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLES





LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
































RT HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS



















NT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
_1 n_un rmcwucl_It _
ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES



















































0101 I001 1202 2304 2311 3303 3408
425
LOW RESISTANCE NASA THESAURUS |ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
{CDNmT)












UF LOW SPEED HANDLING
LOW VELOCITY





























NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
RT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS

















































































































































USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
LPTR REACTOR





BT BOOSTER ROCKET EkGINE$
_ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#kGCKET ENGINES
RT BOMARC A MISSILE
LR-62 _NG/NE
2808
UF YLR- 62 ENGINE
BT #tNGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES




LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES




BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
#ENGINES





BT BOOSTER RC£KET ENGINES
#ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES









UE XLR- 9I-AJ-5 ENGINE
BT #ENGINES





UE YLR- 99-RM--I ENGINE
BT #ENGINES
LIQUIO PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
#ROCKET ENGINES































































































































































































0605 2306 231C 2602
IEMISSICN OR DETECTION RATE PER
UNIT AREA OF VISIBLE RADIATION)










































































































































































LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
0507 1105 3004 3104 3409














































































RT LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICES































ll05 3004 3007 310S
BT LOGISTICS

































































LUNAR ORBIT AND LANOING SIMULATORS
















































































NI LUNIK LUNAR PROBES
LUNIK X LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PRCBE
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER T LUNAR PROBE
RANGER B LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE
RT APOLLO PROJECT













































































































LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR L LUNAR PROBE
RT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
LUNAR LOGISTICS





















I408 1410 3004 3009
BT #TEMPERATURE














































































NI LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
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